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Since the seminal paper of Hirsch, in 2005 [1], scientist tried to link statistically the h index to the other two 
basic scientometric indicators: the total number of citations received by the researcher, N(cit) and the total 
number of papers published, N(pub), by him/her. Empirically, it was found that N(cit)=4 h^2 [2], and assuming  
that all allowed distributions of the N(cit) citations for the N(pub) papers are equally probable, Yong [3] 
proposed a theoretical scaling: N(cit)≃ 3.42 h^2. Seemingly both approaches work well for not too high N(cit) 
and N(pub) values.  Exploiting the Paretian form for the distribution of citations for the papers authored  by 
a researcher, here we discuss a novel  scaling relations between h, N(pub) and  N(cit). The analysis 
incorporates the Gini index as an inequality measure of citation distributions and a recently proposed 
inequality kernel, gintropy (resembling to the entropy kernel).  We find a new upper bound for the h value as 
a function of the total number of citations, confirmed on massive data collected from Google Scholar (Figure 
1). Our analyses reveals also that the individualized Gini index calculated for the citations received by the 
publications of an author peaks around 0.8, a value much higher than the one usually reported for socio-
economic inequalities. Work supported by UEFISCDI, through the grant PN-III-P4-ID-PCE-2020-0647. 
 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of the points 
[√N(cit)/N(pub), h/N(pub)], gathered 
form the profile of 43 656 researchers 
with N(pub)>100 and N(cit)>10 000 
gathered from Google Scholar. 
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